1 Introduction

»Over [50] years ago, Frank Herbert crafted a remarkable depiction
of our time, so, read, or reread, Dune—and read it hard.«1

Not everyone agrees with William A. Senior’s evaluation of the plot
and importance of Dune (1965), the novel by Frank Herbert (1920–
1986), which has been turned into another movie, directed by Denis
Villeneuve, and shown on the big silver screen again in 2021. British journalist Janan Ganesh even demands that intellectual debates
about the plot and its depiction be stopped, albeit he offers at least
some interpretations himself when he argues that »[t]he grandiose
silliness of Dune cost [him] 155 minutes of LA sunshine.« Although
Dune (2021) »might be the handsomest thing committed to screen
since Lawrence of Arabia,« Ganesh argues that the film is not »profound. Showing a dust bowl of a planet is not an insight into climate
change. Showing a case of imperialism is not a rumination on imperialism. Whispering a sentence does not make it wise. If the big idea
is that power is a burden, it is a Harry Potter film.«2 However, such
an evaluation neither considers nor understands the vast semiotics
that lie within Dune and have kept the story alive and even ready for
two more blockbuster movies in the third decade of the 21st century. Ganesh wants to de-contextualize the movie and understands it
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purely as something entertaining when he states that »[t]he problem
is its investiture by critics and audiences with more meaning than it
can bear.«3 I disagree with such an evaluation and would rather claim
that there is more meaning to the film, drawn to it from the original
novel, than the audience can take in while watching the film only
once, especially if those who watch it are unfamiliar with Herbert’s
novel. In fact, every form of literature or visual media is in a way
impacted by the time of its creation and the message the author or
creator wants to transport with the story. Consequently, it is hard to
read or watch Dune without constructing a connection to motifs or
historical contexts Herbert had in mind when he drafted the plot for
his story about a future universe as well as such ones the audience has
in mind with regard to their own cultural and historical experiences.
The present study will therefore show the extent to which Herbert
used orientalist semiotics for the creation of the universe his plot is
related to and its heroic figure, i. e. Paul Atreides, the central protagonist of the first of his Dune novels that was published more than five
decades ago. It is thereby an attempt to decode the sign system the
first novel of the Dune series was based upon and the extent to which
these semiotics, especially the orientalist ones, have been conserved
and represented to later generations on the big silver screen as well.
The science fiction (SF) genre was particularly suited for Herbert’s
universe and its problems that were and still are so easy to be connected with the reader’s time because, as American scholar Janet Kafka
emphasized, »free from the conventions and demands of the mainstream, SF can deal with any socio-political, ethical, or technological
problem that the human race might meet, from nearly any point of
view.«4 In this sense, as Kafka continued in her reflection, Herbert
succeeded in »creat[ing] a totally believable alien world, complete
with culture, philosophy, ecology, [and] language.«5 It is therefore
hardly surprising that Dune is often referred to as »the best-selling
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science-fiction novel ever,«6 having sold more than 12 million copies
worldwide.7 The novel has also been called »epic« since it was published in 1965,8 a classification that seems quite natural as the novel,
due to its »wide-ranging themes, [the] basic narrative of the maturation of Paul Atreides and its violent clash of cultures, … merits such
acclaim in the modern sense of the word.«9 It has consequently been
highlighted that Dune is not only epic but even shows some similarities with the Greek epic of antiquity.10 Next to these resemblances,
Herbert’s novel presents and discusses three main themes: »the use
and abuse of political power, the importance of maintaining a whole
planet’s ecological balance, and the spiritual development (based on
consciousness of the functioning of mind and body) of the young
hero.«11 It is probably due to these main themes and their general
appeal that Dune remained popular over the decades, both as a novel as well as on the cinema or television screen, although previous
attempts to bring the plot to life were considered rather disastrous
before the new film was released in 2021. Robert L. Mack argued that
»Herbert’s particular vocal constructions in Dune mirror a general
philosophical fascination with the human voice, and … this specific
resonance significantly contributes to the novel’s enduring appeal.«12
However, this would probably be an overly monocausal explanation,
as many motifs can be identified in the novel and the films that are
particularly appealing to a cross-generational audience. While read6
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ers or viewers could identify historical, political, or social questions
related to the First World War and the Cold War, with a particular
focus on the Middle East, during the 1960s and 1970s, recent interpretations have focused on other aspects, especially the ecological
questions and warnings formulated by Herbert. Indeed, the novel
offers a fascinating variety of narratives and motifs and has therefore
attracted interest ever since its publication.
These multiple levels of interpretation, also related to questions of
power and capitalist exploitation, are as well presented within Herbert’s overall universe, which is »both futuristic and feudal, where
powerful families compete to control planetary resources and influence precious, interstellar trade through acts of deception, bribery,
and occasionally brute force.«13 The story, in a way, could therefore
also be seen as an interpretation of a future universe according to a
historical understanding close to Immanuel Wallerstein’s (1930–2019)
world-systems theory,14 which was itself published a few years after
Dune’s original release. The interrelationship between the Imperial
Court, resembling the Wallersteinian center, and Arrakis,15 the desert planet that represents a colonized and exploited periphery within
Herbert’s novel and its existent universe-oriented world-system, in a
way relates to historical realities Herbert could take into considera
tion when he designed the worlds and the universe in which the plot
was supposed to happen. The possibilities for interpreting the Dune
universe in general, and Arrakis in particular, are very broad, and as
literary critic Colin Manlove pointed out with regard to Herbert’s
work, »[b]eneath the sand lie the rich deposits of the spice on which
the whole fabric of the empire depends. The duality of aridity and
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richness here is almost metaphoric.«16 Such evaluations were consequently frequently presented with regard to Herbert’s novels set in the
Dune universe. These works, as William A. Senior emphasized, »are
not simply metaphoric but highly predictive« when one considers
their genesis in the early 1960s, a time long before »the oil embargoes
of the 1970s or the wild increase in demand we have seen in the past.«
In a way, Herbert therefore predicted »many of the issues that face us
most insistently today: production and price of oil, environmental
threats, the escalating instability of the Middle East, Muslim fundamentalism, the erosion of monolithic world powers, the failure—or
abandonment—of diplomacy, and the staggering cost in lives, money, and materiel«.17
The relation between the exploitation of natural resources, with
spice representing oil, and Arrakis being a metaphoric name for Iraq
could be identified with the war for influence on the desert planet.18
Unsurprisingly, and in particular due to the orientalist semiotics of
the novel that will be discussed in some detail later, »[t]he Middle East
ha[s] been perceived much as Arrakis in Dune as a place for the major
powers to exploit and ignore.«19 A conflict between two houses—the
progressive Atreides and the villainous Harkonnens—as well as the
influence of the Space Guild, representing contractors and oil companies within this global conflict, pointed to the Cold War but also
to more historical conflicts related to the history of the First World
War in the Middle East.20 It is not surprising that Paul Atreides, or
later Paul Muad’Dib, just like T. E. Lawrence in the Western imagination, acted as if »he were a contemporary imam promising glorious
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salvation for all [suppressed Fremen, representing the people of the
Middle East] willing to die for their cause.«21
Regardless of this multitude of interpretational approaches and
narratives that readers or viewers can relate to, Herbert’s creation
did not only meet with praise. SF author and editor Sam Mosko
witz (1920–1997) in particular did not like Dune: »The incorporation
of the atmosphere of earth’s medieval, political and moral climate
make the plot development almost traditional by modern standards.
Furthermore, the prominent use of psi phenomenon adds a note of
conformity, which combined with the political climate, robs the effort of realism and transforms it into little more than a well-done
adventurous romance.«22 Regardless of such critical remarks, Dune
has »been recognized as among the best of all SF by both fans and
writers: Herbert’s Dune won the Hugo award of the World Science
Fiction Convention and tied for the Nebula award of the Science
Fiction Writers of America in 1966,«23 and ever since has been »often
named as the greatest science fiction novel ever written.«24 The semi
nal novel of the Dune series alone »is a weighty book, heavy in the
hand, and in the head,«25 that can without any doubt be compared
to other classics in the genres of SF and fantasy, e. g. Isaac Asimov’s
(1920–1992) Foundation trilogy,26 which Herbert obviously used as
inspiration as well,27 or J. R. R. Tolkien’s (1892–1973) The Lord of the
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Rings.28 It is interesting, however, that Herbert himself did not consider his work to be science fiction, but rather a replacement of current problems to an extraterrestrial setting: »If you want a gold mine
of science fiction material, pull the assumptions out of the current
best-seller list. Turn those assumptions over, look at them from every
angle you can imagine. Tear them apart. Put them back together. Put
your new construction on another planet (or on this planet changed)
and place believable human beings into the conflict thus created.«29
Whatever the sources and intentions of Herbert might have
been,30 the Dune series presents a »deep aesthetic integrity,«31 and its
main motifs are as visible as a red string throughout all the novels.
One of its basic concepts—in relation to the desert planet, the worms
that produce the spice, and Paul’s appeal to the Fremen—is an ecological one, as Paul promises to transform Arrakis, although this will
eventually threaten the existence of the worms, the essential animals
within the planet’s ecosystem.32 Here, the real science fiction is expressed, as scholar Donald Palumbo has emphasized:
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[T]he science fiction writer (in the specific instance of Herbert) can
articulate at great length and complexity a world-view that presupposes and is unified by certain scientific concepts, from which his
work extrapolates, prior to any formal articulation of those same concepts by the scientific community—that is, that while science can
investigate only what it first imagines, this crucial visionary step is
often taken by the artist, not the scientist: that science follows a path
art has already envisioned, and mapped for the culture as a whole.33

Herbert masterfully interwove the ecological narrative of the Dune
series with other topics so that the novels present »complex schemes
frequently working at cross-purposes«34 and the author’s own and
»many variations of this metaphor include to give still more examples, ›tricks within tricks,‹ ›plans within plans,‹ ›vision-within-vision,‹
›meanings within meanings,‹ ›trickery within trickery,‹ ›wheels within
wheels‹,«35 so that »[e]ach variation, like the motif of schemes nested
within schemes that most signify, underscores the series’ fractal plot
structure and thus echoes its ecological theme.«36
For Herbert, as for other SF authors and readers alike, »fantasy,
and even more so science fiction, [must have been] the fairyland of
the adult mind, continually speculating and inquiring into the world
which surrounds it.«37 It is therefore not surprising that Herbert, himself an ecological activist of a sort,38 did not really consider his work
to be SF but rather a reflection about current problems that had been
transferred to a different chronological and geographical setting. He
consequently also applied existent semantics and semiotics, including
orientalist ones, and in a way replicated narratives about the Middle
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